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of other LABOR NEED
SHOWN IN
things
ASSEMBLIES
By

PSA Student
Card Dope:

BOB. CONAWAY

SOMETIME ago in the good old
when dictators could afford to
• iav Benny and Adolf were having
'' bull session when he of the mousegChe posed a very pertinent question.
"Duchy, ven are you going to stop
ijis kid stuff and do the serious business ov elevating Italy to her right
ful place in de vorld?"
Benny (He was known as the
Mussel in the prohibition era) had
no answer.
Sure, everyone in his
boot country called him "leader" and
be virtually ran things solo. But as
his Aryan friend said, this was kid
stuff.
"Furor," he told Adolf, "you are
correct; I start immediately to put
the country of Caesar back on the
map."
,

THEREAFTER the world—or at
least that part of it- which read news
papers and listened to radios—never
ceased to hear the wonders of Italy
and beneficient Mussolini, along with
other propaganda.
A seaplane, under his guidance, be
came the fastest thing in the air;
radio and television suddenly achiev
ed incredible results; successfully he
sent a fleet of mammoth airplanes
to the Chicago World's Fair.

A special assembly to present
the problems confronting the local
canneries due to the lack of la
bor, a fact which is injurious to
the government's Food for Vic
tory Drive, was held for women
students at nine o'clock Wednes
day morning, just preceding the
AWS meeting.

COLLEGE CONSUL
Chuck Warmer, public relations
consul for the college, and Robert
Fenix, occupational advisor, after ex
tensive investigations at the Flothill
cannery, proposed a plan whereby
college girls could aid in national
defense by working a four-hour shift
at the cannery. At present, sixtyGirls who wish to work in the
cannery report at Hnderson
Hall between one and twothirty today to register for
work.—You will not be dis
missed from classes as work
will begin Friday Evening,
not Friday afternoon.
five percent of the cannery's out-put
pf tomatoes is contracted for by the
government for use in the armed
forces. Unless sufficient labor may
be had at once, the quota will not be
filled.

This latter was a peace-time dem
onstration of the value of heavier SPECIAL BUS
than air transportation. And Benny iPlant officials proposed running a
beamed.
special bus to pick up students from
But it also proved the feasibility of the campus at one-thirty, returning
This
long over-water routes for bombing them back around five-thirty.
planes. And Adolf beamed—but not transportation would be provided
free of charge to students. Also, the
lor long.
company will furnish the necessary
He sent a hurrv call to the Tiber
equipment, gloves, aprons, etc.j to the
®ver GHQ of II Duce. "Dot's all
workers.
"S?ht, but it isn't enough, Benny,
Furthermore, the plant agreed to
tou've got to be a conquerer—a lib
allow a trial group of workers to ex
erator of peoples."
periment this afternoon. The group
will leave from the College Book
store at one o'clock. Students who
SUBSEQUENTLY the powerful
have afternoon classes, but are inter
a®peror of Ethiopia ordered his
ested in working, will be excused
roops to attack bastions of the
from class. Girls trying out should
whan empire in Africa. Benny
dress in washable clothes. Although
3d no recourse but to subdue, in
aprons will be furnished, a certain
a round-about manner, the nation
amout of splashing occurs.
nd chase its ruler to London.

PSA card sales continued
to increase this week as the
new plan for unanimous stud
ent action on the subject went
smoothly about its business.
Thus far this year student
body sales have advanced far
above and percentages of re
cent semesters.
Provisions for those people
who £an definitely not afford
to purchase student body cards
are being made. However,
conclusive proof that . the
student's financial state war
rants his being excepted and
provided for is always rigidly
required before arrangements
for working off the debt or
paying it in small installments
are resorted to.
Student Body President
Tom Bowe expects most of
the students in the College of
Pacific and Stockton Junior
College to' have made prelim
inary gestures toward paying
for their Student Body Card.
Bowe's ultimate goal is to
see that every student on this
campus — special, full-time
and auditor •— has in his pos
session a fully-paid-for PSA
(Jard.

man

African Kingdom is EngGrecian campaign is Ger'fie Spanish affair is Spanish

lile

Oty

%n"y

"°niK •
sadly watches his
Rut j"abies sent to Russia, Finland
Germ'.e can't say anything about it.
' " censorship is strict.
RUT
sistar,,,e
more tough is the re"iore 6 ot" 'He Caucasus Cossacks;
sleCp] Severe' Hie meatless days and
Allied !!"'b'hts; more determined the
terr4njiattfmpt t° e'ean up the Medi
an s n attle play-ground.
0Ugh ' r16 °R
her losses to date,
ta'y is now only the side%Vltfi
the three-ring circus

New Opportunity
For Unfits In
Air Corps
#

Men who wish to join the U. S.
Army Air Corps but who are not ableto pass the physical examination or
the screening test are now able to
fly for the Army. The Civil Aero
nautics Administration through its
Civilian Pilot Training Program now
train glider and service pilots for the
Armv.

Noted Author Will Be
Followed by Mann, Nash
Ilka Chase, author, radio artist,
stage and sCreen star, will be the first
in the new Pacific Lecture series.
Miss Chase who has just recently
completed a film in Hollywood with
Fred MacMurray and Claudette Col
bert, will open the series on Wednes
day evening, October 7, at 8:30 o'
clock in the Pacific Auditorium. Her
subject will he, "The Phychology of
Being a Woman."

SECOND SERIES

ILKA CHASE, renowned au
thoress and lecturer will be
the first speaker in the College
of Pacific's current lecture ser
ies, it has been recently an
nounced.

The College of Pacific music-department has been augmented
with the engaging of Earl Oliver as an instructor of voice. Mr.
Oliver, a baritone, has had wide experience in both the fields of
concert work and teaching, which gives him a good background
for his work at the Conservatory.

BOND DRIVE

The second speaker will be Erika
Mann, daughter of Thomas Mann,
who spoke in the series last year.
Miss Mann, a German exile, is a
novelist and news commentator. Her
lecture which will be given on No
vember 4, will on the question, "Will
There Be a Revolution in ' Ger
many."
Another well-known personage who
will address Stockton audiences is Dr.
Chauncey Leake, newly appointed
vice-president of the University of
Texas. Dr. Leake, who is also a
noted young American scientist and
writer, will have the topic, "Medical
Science Goes to War." This address
will be made on February 18th, and
is the third in the series.

CONCLUDING SPEAKER
The series will be concluded on
March 11 with the unique American
entertainer, Ogden Nash, Mr. Nash,
who is a celebrated poet, editor and
humorist, will present an entirely pnserious evening, titled, "Humor As
a Fire Escape."
Season tickets providing admis
sion to all of the lectures will be
on sale shortly. Students may pur
chase a special student-rate ticket for
eighty-five cents, including tax. Gen(Continued on Page 5)

NEW COURSES
OFFER
RADIO THEORY

Spending his summer playing with
the Syracuse Symphony in the east,
tlte new faculty member participated
in«a bond selling drive to aid the
national defense movement.
Mr. Oliver had many years of
voice study at the New England
conservatory under Charles Adams
White. He also pursued his instruc
tion at the New York University.
Operatic and concert finess was de
veloped abroad, where he studied six
S. J. C. now offers courses in radio
years in Munich, Germany, gaining
a knowledge of the latter's language. training for students who have had
no radio or electrical backgrounds.
DEBUT
Electrical and radio theory are ex
The young baritone made'his debut plained by especially designed equip
in Lucerne, singing in Wagner's "The ment that has been planned for peo
Flying Dutchman." He also made ple with non-technical backgrounds.
appearances before audiences in This work is comprehensive enough
Carlsbad, Gratz, Bruno and Frank- to form a good base for anyone wish
ing to take advanced work in radio
fort-on Mein.
Mr. Oliver's home auditions were operating or radio servicing. And
several recitals in Town Hall, once, later preparation for radio engineer
even having Conrad Bas as an ac ing. All work is basic.

STANDARD WAGE

lish •

Ilka Chase is First
Speaker in Series

Earl Oliver, Noted Singer
Is New Prof, of Music

Still Ajlolf was not satisfied; he
The plant agrees to pay the stand
oaled Mussolini into Albania, in0 Spain, and finally
into the Grec- ard wage provided for by the labor
board. The first ten days, students
'an mess.
will earn fifty cents per hour. After
't,R-v this time II Duce was really ill. that, the salary rises to sixty cents
c called his pal over the Alps for
per hour, and a bonus basis may also
J cy"forming meeting.
be worked out,
am I to do?" he pleaded.
Mr. Felix claims the working con
d|e"-1 'People distrust me. My soldiers ditions are quite favorable, and some
tn0 m ('rcece- And you want me to member of the faculty will be on
L,Ve lnto France's Riviera. You'll hand. The girls will all work on the
T! ,0
it,' Adolf. That's all."
production line, standing on a raised
tiii^'.1'er didn't even answer Benito platform.
''me. He was in his own mess. ARRANGEMENTS
After the trial shift, the girls will
Cr 'Mter due consideration at his
Gesta! nesh be conceived a "fix". have a meeting to arrange a suitable
Stapo agents
l(!
moved into Rome schedule to make plans allowing tliern
next day.
to continue with the war effort.
Work is expected to last from
'he fCe
the Roman Empire of
three
to six weeks.
a
Sars
as
la
ts
secon
'all -r
fi
' fi '
d down-

No. 2

Meet EARL OLiyER, emi
nent baritone, who. is teaching
voice and music at the College
Conservatory.
The C. A. A. examination and test
will be given in its place.
Service pilots are trained in trans
port service, cargo and mail service,
target towing, flexible
gunnery, and
basic instruction., Glider pilots are
trained in the basics of aeronautics
at the Stockton Junior College Ex
tension at Carson City and are then
sent to a glider school.
Men interested in this training
may see Dean James Corson, the as
sistant coordinator, for further de
tails and for application blanks.
The next C. A. A. screening test

companist. He has sung numerous
oratorios and performances the out
come of the requisite grounding he
gained as a youth singing in various
churches. His operatic repertoire in
cludes about thirty roles, and his con
cert repertoire is unlimited.

RECITAL
Earl Oliver will give his first local
renditions at a recital on October 6.
His accompanist for this performance
will be John Gilchrist Elliott, dean
of the Conservatory.

SCA Notice
Beginning today the SCA is
going to sponsor £ Co-op lunch
every Friday at the SCA Build
ing at 12:35. Everyone is in-

COMMERCIAL LICENSES

Right now there is a demand'* for
broadcast station operators and ma
rine operators. This is a good course
for those who want, their amateur or
commercial licenses. It is also good
for men wanting to go into Army and
Navy radio courses later. Radio code
is arranged to put the students
through fast. Students receive con
siderable practice in receiving from
tape and from the air.
Especially
good for men wanting to go into
the air corps where 16 to 18 words
per minute code speed is required.
For the amateur license 13 words a
minute are required and for the com
mercial license 20 words a minute
are required.

SERVICE SPECIAL
Boys going into the service will find
that if thev hnld nne nf these licruises

Page 2
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Something There Is .. .

TAKE IT
EASY

This is about the something there is about a Thursday night
in Tigertown.
Stand still for a moment and ask yourself a question: Was I
at the Thursday night dance last time there was one?
If you were, the rest of this is not for you.
• If you were not, then why weren't you?
Of course, the natural reaction to that is: Who in blazes
wants to know why I wasn't there. I mind my own business—
why don't you mind yours.
But go a little farther. The Thursday night dance is put there
with its make-piece orchestra, its informal and wholesome aspect,
to satisfy you. In a way it is yours. It would be fine for you to
keep your eye on it and care for it.
If you have a sweater you smooth it and hang it up —
because it's yours. If you have a shoe-lace, you tie it.
If some morning you forget to tie your shoe-lace and some
kind person says with a gentle smirk: Why isn't your shoe-lace
tied, sweetheart?, do you answer: Who in blazes wants to know
why it isn't? I mind my own business —why don't you mind
yours ?
Of course, you don't say that. You are profuse. Your face
gets full of blood. You stammer, etc.
And yet the Thursday night dance is yours and without you
there to watch the orchestra and to look at the girls it will most
certainly cease to exist. In other years it has trailed off into
nothing but a flimsy gesture — hanging to reality by the thread
of tradition.
This year could be a good year for Thursday night dances
' shoe laces snug and tight. After,
Rut it is nice to *keep one's
;n't it?
it ?
all isn't

By JACKIE JUDGE
"TAKE IT OFF! TAKE
IT
OFF!" YELLED THE B0V*
FROM THE REAR. AND p.
CIFIC KICKED THE LID 0JfF
The new football year
• Ti,e
band syncopated its rhythm to the
claps of the crowd. Freshmen
rines, old

ANCHORS AWEIGH —

The Pacific basketball team shows no sign yet of having
a coach.
This peculiar paradox is the resultant of that single and tre
mendous force—le guerre.
Because of the war the coach is gone and because of the war
the playing talent is still in college.
Ralph Francis, faced with the possibility of .being drafted into
the standing army .enlisted in Physical Education, obtained a com
mission as a lieutenant.
The players, faced with the identical possibility, enlisted in
reserve programs. Now they remain in college, eligible still for an
other year of basketball.
So. This is what happens:
With the guys like the following:
Besides being east this summer,
Clare Slaughter
Dean Elliott spent some time in
Bob Nikkei
Southern California. Mr. and Mrs.
Elliott were fortunate in attending a
Johnny Camicia
number of concerts in the Holly
Ralph Netzer
wood Bowl.
Those artists which
Cliff Smythe
were outstanding were: Harowitz,
Art Jensen
Heifitz, and Sturbi.
back again this year—with the rough nucleus of a team capable
of beating Stanford, California, University of San Francisco,
Speaking of busy people,. Mr.
r resno State and San Jose State—there isn't a coach to be had.
Allan Bacon has a full season of
lectures outlined. His next lec
Some people have all the luck.

PACIFIC
MUSIC

ettermen s sweaters^ are almost standard rainment among
?j ^
Se
Pacific! A lettermen's club—reorganized—
could be a powerful unit on campus! A slight display of kinetic
energy on the subject would do the job.

The Rounded Stone
Our team left for Seattle yesterday, it might be the beginning
"Pward sweep. We'd like to think it's going to be. You
can t tell anything about a first game. Can you? You can't tell
anything after ten days of practice with new men. Washington
isn t blowing the bugle and beating drums this year. Washington
doesn t say much about how good they are. The coach just met
his squad a little while ago. There's be a new system and new
systems are tough to learn. Phelan isn't there any more you
know. Stagg s still here, but he hasn't killed a giant since thirtyrfm ,Maybe be,s Sot the rounded stone in his sling this time
a ' layOUt G°1,ath- Washington hasn't seen them pee-dingers
and Washington hasn't seen the new polka shift of Stagg's.
The Huskies tie their shoes and comb their hair just like
we do. bo there s a chance. As you can plainly see.

The Navy line seethed and surgei
The Tiger discovered lie couldn't
swim. And Toomay's voice epitom
ized the emotions of the crowd as
he announced the score, "Nine
teen to nine ... in the NAAAAvy's
favor."
The shadows lengthened.
Discarded sweaters came back on,
Still the team fought, every one of is
with it . . . and then it was over.
With cracked and burning throats
we stumbled down to the Avenue to
decide which play we could have
used if . . .

POST MORTEM
GE0R6F AKltrtOiO -

Collegiana
THE gals of leading colleges the
country over have responded to their
country's call—and the files on grad
uate women show that many of them
have joined
WAVES.

the

WAAC's or

the

Manager

J ?SSi£ <SS5

JOE —

THIS week Navy Recruiting Offic

Taking over the first oboe chair in
the Stockton Symphony will be Cae
sar Addimando of San Francisco, Mr.
Manlio Silva, symphony conductor,
has announced.
Mr. Addimando
played, solo chair with the San Fran
cisco Symphony for twenty years.
Good news for woodwind players is
the fact that he will be available for
lessons.

Naranjado
Notice!

Attention ! How would you like
to get off to a good start in pub
lications work? The editorial
staff of the Naranjado has some
vacancies which are open to fresh
men as well as to upperclassmen.
Especially sought after are per
sons with artistic ability and
student photographers. You do
not have to be an art major; any
one interested i.n working on the
1943 yearbook is eligibte.
T hos interested should contact
the editor, Margaret Stimmann,
mmediately.

Another Mr. and Mrs. team from
the Conservatory who now have a
Miss is Mr. and Mrs. Forrest HanPh°ne 8-8710
T> k, 1?
nold. He is now head of music at organized by Frank T. Smith of the
b
,ery
Urin
the
ColIe
e
year
Student A«n
t
^
^
S
>' the Pacific Elk Grove High School. The proud Stockton High School Music Depart1924 nt tb p
ored aS second class matter October 24, parents have named the Miss, Sharon pient and J. Russell Bodley of the
March 1879 A
f' St°ckton' .California, under the act of Ann. Congratulations!
College of Pacific Conservatory. The
tarcn le/y. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of nostao-e
Sam and Lou Kleinsasser are now male songsters will be recruited from
proved £°r b, Sec,™ ,03. October
191
residing in the city of Folsom. Sam
the two army stations in Stockton.
is assistant chaplain in charge of mu
The choirs will sing for the Sunday
EDITORIAL STAFF
sic and also has a church, having
Chapel services at the field and part
FRANCES BOCEK
...
Abeen ordained a minister last Sun
at ten o clock for patriotic programs
ROBERT CONAWAY
^"•V"
•
day night.
W omen students with previous exper
TACK HANNER
~
Editorial Advisor
ience in choir work and who wish
ports
Edltor
SCOTT BEATIE
Any female songbird wishino- to he
PHYLLIS DODGE

Phone'9 9121

The Delta was packed. Flashes
of conversations kept coming . . .
"Did you see Bill Biddick?" I guess
he's just about the finest fellow Pa
cific ever knew . . . But the game!
That little guy . . . You know the one
I mean, Leggitt . . . What a thrill
runner he is! Now I thought Koch
and Newquist stole Albert's thunder
. . . But who was number 63? Yw
know ... he played guard . . . Big
blonde fellow ... 1 wonder who he
was ? ? ?

Number 63's name was Joe, Joe
ers were searching the U. of Ruetz.
Notre Dame quarterback.
Nevada campus for five Thetes and Assistant coach at St. Mary's for a
four Sigma Nus, who displayed their couple of years. And get this. He
was studying for his Ph. D, in An
prowess with sea craft on Lake Sea
thropology till December 7th." Yes,
weed. The gals showed their aquatic Joe can tell you as much about the
mastery, by only half wet clothes, remote Indian
tribes of South
to further taunt the "dripping males," America as he can abdut how to block
whose only remarks on the subject and tackle. But he would also tell
ture will be before the Palo Alto
you something else.
Women's Club on the afternoon were that they didn't like to be out
of September 13. His subj'ect will done by the girls, but they wished WHAT WE SAW
be "The Psychology of Music."
that they hadn't worn their cords!
He could tell you that it wasn't just
GIVE a man enough rope and he'll a football game we saw demonstrat
Between summer school teaching —skip!!
ed on that field.
It was the text of
and local defense work, Mr. Henry
Dr. Knoles Friday night rally talk
. Welton, voice instructor, had time
WE READ this week of the fella It was the building and recognition ot
for a few restful days at Santa Cruz. who was stranded for three weeks in a New America. And Joe is the rep
For his patriotic efforts, here's a
resentative of that America. Not
the wilderness of the Sierras, and
good for you" from us.
just brawn. There's always plenl)
during this time he had nothing to of that. But there were fipe minds
what col in every one of those Supermen tha1
Mrs. Clyde O. Sperry, whose for eat but raw fish-—(Wonder
swept over Pacific. There has to I*
mer name, Frances Bowerman, may lege he went to??)
in a war like this. Strangely enough
be more familiar, has left the Con
in this most mechanized of all warsservatory staff to live in Springfield,
Missouri.
it's still the individual who counts.

Chris Haffner and Richard En'us
became Mr. and Mrs., August 10.
Following this date they spent
some time journeying through the
southland, visiting mainly Los An
geles where they heard Sturbi in
the Hollywood Bowl.
"TACIEdi??MAY

went

Omega Phi's Hanson.
And the
pudgy blonde in back queried, "[[
we have two hal fbacks, why don't v.,
have four quarterbacks?"

What? No Coach? . . .

Pooey Or Pacific? ...

and new students

wild with Camacia and Slaughter
Four of the dinks from Little Men'
Hall rushed
onto the field
^

THE FUTURE
Hand to hand fighting in the street
of Stalingrad. Men, shot from the"
planes, swimming to a coral reef "
wait for nine . . . tefi . . • e'ever
days 'till their buddies pick them "P
A soldier in a world of soldiers wa"
ing behind his anti-aircraft gun in'
Aleutians and remembering thus'
things that give him the moral a"'
physical strength to keep on . - • The
Rangers landing at Dieppe to '••
at the work of the butcher Laval- "
saw last Saturday the building, the
finishing touches added to those me"
of the Future
New World.

New men in

J. C. STUDENT
PRESENTS
MUSICAL SHOW
Louis Costanza, J. C. fres'ltn'J
is beginning his college ca.ree.rthis
dramatics by staging a.musical
Sunday at 3 p. m. for the Navy
Flight school at Moraga.
m

La Fiesta and a Rendezvous^
Night will be the main numbers-
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^ T.
Bawden,
New Jaysee Special Assembly
prexy, Interesting,Versatile Features Armed
former Science Professor
Forces Officers
Graduates From Ottawa
By Wilma-lu Cawley
College Presidents are usually people of whom twp-thirds of
stand in awe—usually, but not in the case' of Stock„ J. C.'s new President Arthur Bawden. This president is
friendly,and interested enough in his students to make every one
0f them feel as if he s an old family friend. Or an uncle—or even
campus

the

, godfather.

ge's one of those types of persons
ho get their greatest amount of hap
out of their work. You can
that the moment you walk into

less

te|l

Ids book-lined office, and he looks up
from the piles of papers on his desk
•to say hello.

DEATH VALLEY
All five feet, ten inches of Presi
dent Bawden is familiar to most of
the campus. Before he took over
the duties of President this fall he
served as Professor of Chemistry
at Pacific. He was also chairman of

the Science Department of Stockton
|. C., and the Dean of Occupational

OF OTHER
THINGS
(Continued from Page 1)
elude step-child
Benito.

Italy

minus pater

A cpiick stab at the top of the boot
might succeed in closing the Alps
and Brenner Pass. Then full scale
invasion might, proceed in order all
along the west coast; complete air
and naval domination would have to
be maintained, of course, for the
Hun air bases in Crete and Greece
and behind placid Lake Geneva would
ever be a threat.

Once Italy is conquered—and there
Training; as well as being the Co are those who declare that half-hun
ordinator of Civilian Pilot Training. gry, Gestapo-weary natives will aid
He also had charge of the defense the invader—an offensive against
Adolf's fortified central positions can
program now located at Carson City,
be prepared and executed, with the
which is considered to be one of element of surprise wholly with the
the leading projects of this sort on attacking Allies.
the Pacific coast. He is probably
better known, though, for his coFLANKING sweeps through the
directorship with Professor Jonte of
Balkans or around the French resort
the famous Death Valley trips which coast; a plunge directly into Aus
he has helped to conduct annually tria; a feint at any of these positions,
with the real blow coming through
for the past ten years.
the west or north coasts of Europe—
OTTAWA COLLEGE
this would be the advantage of a Ro
Going back to the years before man springboard.
Benny has had his sleepless nights;
this additional Italian trouble is for
P, you find that he has been a chair
Adolf to ponder.
man of the chemistry department at
President Bawden first came to C. O.

Ottawa University, and chairman of
'he science department of Baylor
College. He is the author of "Man's
Physical Universe", the text most
widely used for physical science sur
vey courses in various colleges. He
's the co-author of C. P. T. study

Tom Bowe, Student Body Presi
dent, opened the Wednesday special
assembly for men interested in learn
ing about the reserves for the armed
forces by introducing Dean J. H.
Corson, who in turn introduced the
speakers of the day.
Speakers of the program were Capt.
Benson of the Army Enlisted Reserve
and Air Corp., Lt. Commander Taggart, Navy Officer Training Post, Lt.
Crawford of the Navy Air Corp, and
Capt. Montell of the Marine Corp.
Other men who delivered short talks
were Robert Burns, Registrar of
COP, Dr. Tully C. Knoles, Pres. of
COP, and A. T. Bawden, Prin. of
SJC.
Following the speeches, special ap
pointments with the speakers were
made by the students for Wednes
day and Thursday.
On October 7 and 8 recruiting par
ties shall return and physical exam
ination for 'enlistment will be given
in the Infirmery.
In the meantime those students who
did not receive forms or perhaps
would like to have questions an
swered should see Dean Corson.
Students should also have their
blanks checked by Mrs. Piper before
the Recruiting Party arrives.

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel
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Little Theatre Has Summer
Melodrama-Sweeny Todd
Play Runs for Sixteen
Nights to Record Crowds
The members of Pacific's Little Theatre were not idle during
the summer, for many students enrolled in the Summer Theatre
which was under the usual direction of De Marcus Brown.
A traditional melodrama was selected for portrayal. The
name of this "rootin', tootin' " play was "Sweeny Todd' 'or the
"String of Pearls."

Prof. Jonte Attends
Conference

Professor J. H. Jonte, Instructor
in chemistry at the College of Pacific
last Saturday attended the local sec
tion meeting of the American Chem
ical Society held this fall at the Uni
versity of Nevada, in Reno, Nevada.
Purpose of the meeting was to dis
cuss the topic, "Production of Mag
nesium for Defense Use." Mr. Jonte
was the only professor from this
school who attended the meeting.
The local section, which sent repsentatives, includes Davis, Cacramento, Stocktop and Reno, Nevada.

The cast included Lillian Kahn,
Karl Fuller, Marty Battilana, Bar
bara Baxley, Lucy Harding, Milt Val
entine, Fred and Warner Holden,
Jan Wyman, Dave Farley ,and Sally
Rinehart.
The melodrama ran for sixteen
hilarious nights in the Studio Thea
tre to record audiences. During in
termissions, punch was served at an
old-fashioned bar.
Each of the sixteen nights added
something to the performances. Not
only did the villain have to contend
with the usual hissing and booing but
also on several occasions met with
generous helpings of raw vegetables,
slightly spoiled.
At some points
lengthy conversations were held be
tween the actors and the members of
the audience.
When the curtain came down on
the final act of "Sweeny Todd," the
members of the cast dress'ed hurried
ly for the musical which followed .al
most immediately. The musical or
"Olio" as it is called, included many
of the ol dfavorite songs and dances,
among which were: "By the Sea"
"Have You Ever Been Lonely?"
"Teasin"' "Splash Me," "In My
Merry Oldsmobile," to say nothing of
"Daisy" and "My Gal Sal."
The cast got as much fun out of
the performances as did the audience
and is looking forward to next sum
mer and a new melodrama.

—Thirty—

DR. KNOLES TO
SPEAK AT
RELATIONS CLUB

Open Thursdays 'Til 9 P. M.

Swdes which are now being used in
In these troubled times it is impera
300 colleges throughout the United
tive that all of us try to be as well
States. He also was a chemistry
informed as possible about the in
Professor at the University of •Shang
ternational scene. Students at COP
hai—which probably explains the inhave
an excellent chance to gather
,nguing
Chinese brocades which
pertinent facts next Wednesday eve
in his office walls.
ning when Dr. Knoles, president of

DEGREES

the College, speaks to the Interna

President Bawden, who has his BS tional Relations Club. The speech is
feee from Denison University, and scheduled for 7:15 in the evening in
O's MS and PhD from Chico State, the Religious Education building. Dr.
(where he was also a Phi Beta Werner, sponsor of the International
Relations Club, says that everyone is
Eappa,) believes that Stockton J. C.
invited and urged to attend.
f)ilsts to serve the students and the
Conimunity.

And above all, he doesn't

anyone to feel that his office
a place to stay away from—but
^her that it's the one place where
,tant

Jny

JOIN TODAY

can be reached in order to help
student with any problem.

P. S. A.

R

^E' E GLAD
He s

the kind of a President who

(^':s you want to walk right up
1
say, "Hello! Golly, but we're
Vou're here!"

Pacific Student Assn.

Dormitory Dreams

PERFUME
SILVERWARE
WATCHES

^HINA
GLASSWARE
DIAMONDS

Tailored styles and date
dresses . . . Velveteen,
rayon crepe and gabar
dine. Plaids, prints and
plain colors . . . Sizes 12
to 20 ... 38 to 48.

J . 6LICK & SONS
Jewelers and Watchmakers
Since 1876
326 East Main Street, Stockton California

Telephone 3-0725
STANLEY H. KRAGEN
Manager

Plaids and plain colors in all the new
fall shades. Gored skirts . . . Biascut with pleat in front and back . . .
Sizes 24 to 32.
COO

5yy

Stockton Dry Goods Co.
Thrift Stamps With Every Purchase
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Hugh McWilliams Takes Vows
In Saint Mary's Church

SOCIETY

Dressed in the traditional gown of white satin, Miss Toni
Chinchiolo walked down the aisle of the St. Mary's Church last
Sunday with her father, Mr. Anthony Chincholo. At a few min
utes after 4 p. m. she became the wife of Lt. Hugh "Jo-Babe"
McWilliams.
She was preceded by her matron
of honor, Adeline- Hull, and brides
maids Ellen Jane Harrington, Mary
Ellen Dean, Phyllis Casnave, and An
toinette Costa in this impressive, all
white wedding.

BEST MAN
Stan McWilliams acted as best man
for his brother. Ushers were Rob
ert Allen Ijams, known as "Moose",
Freddie Chinchiolo, brother of the
bride, and Earl Dall.
After a reception at the Chinchiolo
home, the newly weds traveled to
one of the most beautiful spots in the
world, the Monterey Peninsula and
Hotel Del Monte.

STOCKTON FIELD
Lt. McWilliams is now stationed
at Stockton Field as physical educa
tion director. He was one of the
greatest football players in the his
tory of this institution.
He was
captain of the team during the fa
mous 1939 season when the Tigers
upset California. McWilliams is bet
ter known by the name of "Jo-Babe
and is also a past president of Omega
Phi Alpha.

Alpha Thete
Open House
Is Success
As their first
event of the social
season, Alpha Thete Tau opened wide
its doors and successfully entertained
students and faculty alike at the an
nual open house which was held after
the rally Friday night.

DANCING
Dancing was the chief means of
entertainment with punch and cook
ies being served throughout the eve
ning.
Mrs. A. H. Turner, Alpha Thete's
popular house mother, and Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas McCandless acted as
patrons.
Social chairman, Elizabeth Cattori
was in charge of the gala affair.

MARRIAGE

Stamps Replace
Fines for
Rhizomia's initial meeting of the
college year found the "Boom Vil
lage" inhabitants continuing the de
fense theme which prevailed during
the summer. In keeping with the new

Here we are back again with
more "dirt" for you guys' and °®
pearly ears:—
W

TELEGRAPHS

spirit, it was decided that all fines
assessed against members would
henceforth be paid in the form of de
fense stamsp.
While it is still dubious as to
the extent the National Treasury
will benefit by this new plan, im
mediate success seems assured. Don
Huff, Russ Agnew, Cliff Smythe,
and Earl Klapstein, all "generously
presented President
Bob Nikkei
with their contributions. At that rate,
the purchase of several bonds can be
anticipated.
Perhaps the fact that twenty or
more of the "BOOMERS" are al
ready enlisted in various reserves
can help in explaining the patriotic
spirit now thriving in the halls of
Rho Lambda Phi. Insured of such a
high constant membership, an exten
sive social program is being planned.

Manor Hall Has
First House
Meeting

ON WHOM
THE BELlEs

Things really have been l00kir
an
cookin' around ye good old
campt
| this past week.

Friday
night—rally
and
I house—thanks to Bud (ev
y 0|lei
( e er-ab|e'
|Stefan, the rally really wass "all
"all ft- '
Irv Corren really has a bunch of r
senders! Both songs, "Kalama
and "At Last were plenty ^
| weren't they Sally?

The open house went on in ,l
I usual style with nothing too unusi]!
happening. The Archites really
out.
did themselves with motion
Pictures
|and everything.
Now about Saturday! Why did,
I many of the girls sit on the Nan
.side?
* ^

The dance looked more like hoi®.
|coming. Seen back were: Jane;
Norm Lamb; Lynn and Ed Denny
Jeanne and Tom Mann; MargarJ
and Dick Loomis, and others all han| pily married. Gee! C. O. P. js re*

MRS. DAVE BRUBECK, for- the place t0 Set a man—they say!
merly Iola Whitlock, announc- ^Ye noticed some people were really
« I
•
.
I nurinrv o "Iuhmm. i.1
)> T
time." Just ai
ed her marriage in a recent, having a "happy
the "boy scouts.1
novel telegram to her sorority
Seen in the Balboa corner" were
sisters at Epsilon Lambda
Betty
Behney and Don Wilson. Wt
Sigma.

Friends and sorority sisters of the
hear Don's moving on to Stanford
former Doris Guernsey, Alpha Thete,
Will Qwiega Phi survive? Wit
"Jo-Babe's" wife attended Pacific
and graduate of C. 0. P., were happy
Behney?
and was a member of the late Mu
to learn that she .is now Mrs. H.. N.
Old flames are stiii burning ... Bob
Zeta Rho.
Crecelius of New York.
Raven and Carol Cole; Jane O'Con
Friday, September 18, Doris board
nor and Fremont Kingery; Marge
ed the plane for New York where
Patman and Tom Bowe; Scott BeitThe first
house meeting of this
she was met by her husband-to-be,
ie and Lloyd Hebbron (by the WE
Lt. H. N. Crecelius of the Army semester was held a week ago Mon
we heard it was supposed to k
Orvis).
Air Corps. The couple were married day night by the girls of Manor Hall.
Florence Gholtz presided.
the following day.
Even though we heard the rin
Lt. Crecelius was formerly sta
The program for the evening in
c
,
,i/i
, .is .3 to 1 there seemed to be plaj
r , ,
Sorority sisters of Iola Whitlock |of men (?) at the dance.
On Tuesday, September 22, the tioned at Stockton Field and it was cludes the introduction of new girls,
Men's Dorm Club held its annual here that the pair first
The chape, scrvices Sunday (,
met each the election of a secretary-treasurer, were surprised Tuesday night by the
election meeting. Frank Wenner was other.
the choosing of representatives of receiving of the following telegram: ning were enjoyed by a„ and
elected president, Bob Nawman, viceDave and I met in April,
each class and the explaining of
hope we have more of them; but
Engaged in May,
president ; Jorden Higgens, secretaryManor's house rules. After the busi
who says the Alpha Thete's are al
treasurer ; and Bob Christensen and
Romanced
all
summer,
ness was concluded, the girls played
ways late?
Dick Frey were elected sergeants-atBeen married one day,
an ice-breaker game, and the evening
Things about the dance which need
arms.
You'll get your chocolates
terminated with the serving of re
explaining :
Dean James H. Corsen spoke at the
When
I'm
there
to
have
some
too.
freshments.
Betty Carter's injured ankle, Egg
meeting and told of his past experi
'Dave' is Dave Brubeck, who was
Officers of the house are Florence prominent on the Pacific campus as I head's date, Cliff Smythe's contented
ences as house superintendent. He
Gholtz, president: Georgia Peterson, a player of boogie woogie. He was
also made is clear that there would
Congratulations Leslie Knoles, o«
secretary-treasurer; and Edwina Mc- affiliated with the Rho Lambda Ph
be a change of attitude in the Hall
a swell P. S. A. dance! Also on a
Bride, historian. The newly appoint fraternity
toward studies. He proclaimed that
successful Open House!
ed representatives are freshmen, Loa spirit of studiousness should be evi
Iola was well known for her work
Speaking of movies, we would
rene Kastin; sophomore, Casey Rug- in debate, Little Theatre, Radio
dent because of the present war con
geri; junior, Jean Hunt; senior, Workshop and on the staff of the IT"
t0 k"^ ^bat a" ^
dition.
Helen Jensen.
Pacific Weekly.
'about the Masked Marvel is ab
Erwin Ferer, last year's Dorm
if it had any connection with
president, presided over the meeting
A second house meeting was held
noise in fraternity circle Tues
until the new president was elected.
last Thursday night to consolidate
night.
plans for open house.
By the way, what happened to'
Eleanor Galvin-Jerry Winter duo.'
Glad to see Georgena who was hert
to see Russ this week-end.
Leo (Get Out Of The Hole) Lf'
gett is still available, girls. ^
Muerl Walter, the recently elected
line forms to the right.
president of the College of Pacific's
Last Friday night members of
Seems funny—Bob McKeegan is»!
chapter of the California State Teach Head of the Campus Studio
Alpha Kappa Phi lined up for inspec
|
going
steady yet this semester.
ers Association, has plans under way and popular senior college
This fall, the Pacific Campus tion as visitors filtered
through the
Looks as though Walt and Man!1
for the group's first
dinner of the
Studio goes into its thirteenth year
Instructor, J O H N
season. It is to be held October 7 R a d i o
SUmmer
of broadcasting.
guest" entered0^" was ^greS^V I ^
CRABBE,
has recently re
in the S. C. A. building. Muerl has
aga'Jf' ,
House
President
Clare
Slaughter.
„
.
Q
R
Head of the Radio Department—
appointed the following committees cently returned from a study
£ w pacific
John Crabbe spent two weeks down Host and Hostess Mr. and Mrs. O
to assist her: Food, Velva Saetoff;
back to
H. Ritter, and members of the
f
of
National
Broadcasting south visiting N. B. C. and various tprnit,:
i-*
•
Dot Huffman seems to always»
decorations and head waitress, Phyl
major studios before college opened. the permanent cni^T'Ttl " j name ,ln a friend at the head of the line in
Company
in
radio
appoint
Hamaker; clean-up, Mrs. Grace Frye,
i .. -.
. .
tn K
He has several new ideas in mind tne permanent guest of thc house, the j- •
and publicity, Ardys Sibole.
ments in Los Angeles.
for the studio and says that although visitors were shown motion picture of
in the Philippines. The un- PT
•
..
.v fresh*
at one time last year fourteen shows fighting
usual Wm r.c
.
It sure is good to see so man>
usual torm of entertainment was en•
•
i
,
Me"
were broadcast weekly from the invpH
tl,n™,i,v!.i k
4.,
men running in and out oi
studio, emphasis will be placed upon joyed thoroughly by everyone. They rr
agam!
1
quality rather than quantity this year. were then showed over the house,
See you next week —.
looking
into
the
members'
rooms
and
As yet, the only definitely planned
show is the Wednesday night Radio inspecting the Sweetheart and Ser
To College Students at
vice Bells, the pride of the fraternity.
stage program.
If you want a job —
I unch and cookies were served.

MU ZETE MEMBER

Men's Hall Club
Holds Annual
Prexy Election

IolaWhitlock
Marries
DaveBrubeck

MIKE FIEND

Muerl Walter Plans
For CSTA Dinners

FREE

A Ipha Kappa Phi

John Crabbe Visits
NBC Radio
Studio Last Month

RECORDS

FURHMANS
If you register your name in our College Den
in our Record Department.

Radio Is New
Field
For Women

SAN FRANCISCO FLORAL CO.

As Radio men are rapidly being
called into the service, radio stations
are now asking for women. There
if 3 freal opportunity for women in
broadcast stations now as operators.

If you are in doubt about floral arrangements
for weddings or parties, call us
for suggestions.

4 9

DRUG
CO.

0Cle, is r<rqi.Ilred-

.f
only a compre
hensive knowledge of radio and elec
trical theory. Anyone holding a 1st
or 2nd class radio telephone ope
rators license can get a job iti
broadcast stations.

Pacific

M/eeklv

/I l.cri. —.

Alain & El Dorado
Phone 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite
Phone 2-5143

Everything to be found in a
first class drug store.

BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
Dial- stsfi-y7

Throws Wide
Its Doors

l i

HUMPHREY'S
(Since 1896)

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
California at Weber—Stoc:kW
• We Train You—Place You

Grant
at Weber

Dial
2-0229

PLUMBING WITH A SMILE
MILLER-HAYS CO.
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pacific Co-operative House Looks
forward to Outstanding
Year In Activities
again the doors of the historic co-op house have swung
"new grouP of serious-minded students are pre^
paring to make this year the best yet for the organization. While
i)iere have been many high spots in the past history of the house
j( is the opinion of most of our old members that this year should
Once

(,ide,

and a brand

-oduce the top talent.
Although there are a great num0f new students in this year's
ber
everal veterans of note have
crop
returned to add their backing to the
, „,P Amongst these are A1 Philip
house.
,lie president, who is also the presi-

Candy Passed
At Tau Kappa;
Stocker Engaged

-elect of the S. C. A.; Jack Tooeminent campusite and editor

dent

With the traditional passing of a
may.
five-pound
box of candy, Barbara
oftthe Weekly, the two Swanson sis Stocker announced her engagement
,ers and Norm Clayton, whose trou
to her I au Kappa Kappa sorority sis
pes were highlighted in last week's ters Wednesday night.
Weekly- With the aid of these lead
Barbara, who has set no definite
ers the new
members should have
date for her marriage to Corporal
,o trouble in catching the spirit of
William Waters, formerly of Rhode
tie movement.
Island, but now stationed with the
Most members have now become
Signal Corps in Baltimore, Maryland,
accustomed to their environment and plans to continue her studies at Stock
are already working into the plans of
ton J. C. where she is a music major.
ibe house. Our first open house was She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the subsequent W. T. Stocker of 2419 North Cali
Well attended, and
tour of the men's house by the wo fornia Street, Stockton.
men proved to be just the added
Sharing the lime light with Bar

touch needed. Work is of course
being neatly completed in the fine co
op fashion, but even more encour
aging is the fact that social activities
are being well met with. Our first
orientation meeting, whose main purpose was to get students acquainted
with the background of the coopera
tive movement was a great success.
It's leaders, Karl Hanson, president
of of Corporation Board, gave
very inspirational start to the year
sessions. Then too, the students and
members of the lay hoard got to
{ether for a meeting at the home >f
Mrs. Pease which tended to acquaint
the board with the group, and vice
tersa.

bara on that night was Dolora Gal
lagher, who announced that her plans
to attend Stanford University during
the coming year had been completed.
Dolora, who will leave next week
for Stanford, will be remembered on
Pacifiic's campus for her active par
ticipation in debate, and S. C. A.
Cabinet activities. She was also an
honor student, as well as an officer
of the Scroll and Stylus literary so
ciety.

Department
Adds Two
Instructors

Page 5

JAYSEE STUDENTS CAN
ENTER SIGNAL CORPS
AT HIGH SALARY
Classes Meet Every Day For
18 Hours—End at Midnight
Stockton Junior College" offers
technical students a chance to join
the Signal Corps as officers this year.

PRE-ARRANGED

Women Singers
Needed For
Service Choirs

Last spring before school was
closed an arrangement was made for
Signal Corps trainee classes to be
held here. These classes are being
given in junior colleges and in voca
tional schools throughout the state to
augment the war effort. The first
Try-outs for new members of Pa
class to be held here was started two cific's A Cappella choir were held last
weeks before school closed last June Tuesday afternoon and the personnel
and during the summer two classes will be announced soon.
were graduated.

The radio depart BALANCE

ment has turned over all of its facili
Professor J. Russell Bodley has said
ties to the Signal Corps and has also that prospects are fine
for having
a good choir even though the mem
set up two laboratories for them.
bership will be reduced, possibly, in
The classes meet daily for 18 hours.
order to keep a balanced ratio be
The schedule includes three labora tween men's and women's voices.
tory periods as follows: 6 a. m. to
He urges, however, any women
12 noon; 12 noon to 6 p. m., 6 p. m. students possessing choral ability to
to 12 midnight. Also included are offer their services to either of the
two volunteer choirs organized by
three lecture periods which overlap
himself and Frank T. Smith, music
the laboratory periods. These classes director at Stockton High, to assist
last for a period of twelve weeks.
in Stockton Field and Port Stock
ton Motor Base religious services.
PRESENT CLASSES
Rehearsals start on the evening of
At present, classes are held in the October 7, at Stockton High School.
Some of last year's A Cappella mem
old S. J. C. radio laboratory in the
bers already have joined the choirs.
old science laboratory. Also the geol
ogy and radio laboratories are being
combined into one large room.

VESPERS

A. W. S Makes"
Cabinet
Appointment
Special Association
Meeting Wednesday
Three vacancies on the AWS Cabi
net were filled at a meeting Monday
night. Pauline Davis, president of
the association, (appointed Claire
Sandrock to the position of treas
urer; Frances Bocek, publicity chair
man; Elvira Giorgi, WAA president.

CLAUSE
A clause was added to the consti
tution whereby the president, with
the approval of the cabinet, may ap
point students to fill empty positions
of the WAA, taking into considera
tion the nominations of the WAA
cabinet.
One of the stipulations of the
AWS constitution is for the cabinet
to appoint three junior secretaries;
two sophomore secretaries, and three
freshmen. Fulfilling this rule, the
following girls were appointed: Bar
bara Sullivan and Joellyn Scott, jun
iors ; Mary Jane Armstrong and
Anita Perry, sophomores.

CABINET
The cabinet is composed of Pau
line Davis, president of the AWS;
Alice Boyer, first
vice-president;
Sonja Hayward, second vice-presi
dent ; Pat Boynton, recording secre
tary ; Chris Enns, cub house man
ager; Lillian Kahn, Pan Hellenic
president; Claire Sandrock, treasur
er ; Frances Bocek, publicity chair
man ; and Elvira Giorgi; WAA pres
ident.

Professor Bodley states that ar
rangements
are under way for Pacific
The instructors are hired by the
A Cappella and other choir members
City Vocational Department under J. to participate in the Pacific Sunday
M. Bond, director of defense training Chapel vespers service under, perhaps
The Standards Committee is com
tor Stockton. 1 hose who are teach a student-director.
posed of Mildred Eachus, Florence
Our new social chairman, Gene
He also revealed that the choir has Gholz, Marian Swanson, Muerl Wal
ing the course are: David Green, for
"eve Jones, is already making plans
mer radio department manager at been invited by Radio Professor John ters, Claire Wilkins and Jane DashCrabbe to participate regularly in
'or a house dance, and for other
iell.
Sears Roebuck & Co.; John Lorn
one of the forthcoming Campus
wial events. House loyalty is ex
bardi, of the Bright Spot Electrical Studio programs.
ASSEMBLY
. high and a great year
Shop; J. L. Willett, radio depart
'eitg predicted by those who have
The first
all-association meeting
Filling the.gap in the Science De ment of Sears Roebuck & Co.; and
«n the co-op in action over a period
was held at a special time, nine
of time. A good idea for the entire partment by the entering of Dr. Paul Nesbit, formerly in charge of
o'clock, Wednesday morning in the
""pus is to keep its eye on the Clarence Larson, chemistry professor, the police radio in Lodi. During the
Outdoor
Theatre. The purpose was
"•op for much can he expected from and Dr. Gordon Patten, physics in
summer Herbert Welch was employ
to introduce the Cabinet members to
structor, into war work at the Uni ed by S. J. C. tg assist in organizing
the girls, and to explain what the
versity of California, are two new. and installing the training program
AWS means to the girls.
teachers, Dr. I. Paul Maizlich, who
received his doctor's degree in physics SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Wolferm, program; Norman Clay
Trainees must be Civil Service Em
fro mthe University of Minnesota,
Upon recommendation of the nom ton, national representative; Doris
transferred to this school from the ployees and have some radio training. ination committee, Allan Philip was Johnson, chapel; Betty Hellbaum,
^ginning next Monday, Sep- Santa Ana Air Base, where he had Trainees are employed after an in
elected as president of the SCA to public affairs, Bob Conard, finance;
;^ber 28, the SCA will start
heen teaching this science to the terview held at the Presidio in San replace Norman Clayton for the en Weber Fisher, cabin; David Lane,
'""day membership drive under
Francisco. At present there is a de suing term. The election took place Meeting of the Crossways; Frances
' direction of Dick Pedersen, aviation flying cad.ets,
last Monday night at a Cabinet sup Bocek, public relations.
e drive will begin with a trainMr. Livingston, who attained his mand for 20,000 trainees.
per held at the home of Dr. Ralph
Master's
degree
at
Stanford
Univer
mee
,L ting on the 27th and end
These trainees go to school for Eckert. Other important business of
' a dinner for transfer students sity, arrived recently from the Tureight
months. They start as Mechan the meeting was the appointment of
p^'ockton J. C. and College of lock Union High school, where he
new cabinet members for the term.
was
a
professor
in
chemistry.
He
ical
Learners
(i.e. handling tools and
ild ' ^his drive is to renew
Officers include: Dick Pedersen,
New Stock of
will
act
in
the
same
capacity
at
this
learning the elements of electricity).
•^mberships as well as to get
vice-president; Ava June Colliver,
FICTION, NON-FICTION
sit. meinberships. All students school, and will teach chemistry 1A Next they become Junior Repair
and
"ested in joining the SCA and chemistry II, and the accompanying- trainees at a wage rate of $1,440 a secretary; Hal Waliine, treasurer;
Ralph Fellerson, religion; Marion
laboratory courses.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
kit Q0t contacted by Dick PederThat Dr. Maizlich has done a large year. Then assistant repair trainees, Sill, member-at-large; Charles Reeve,
l,e 0r s°meone on his committee
— RENTAL LIBRARY —
amount of war work in the Army at $1,660 a year. From there they collections; Phyllis Sears, host, host
Hours 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
to
dro
n
a
"ojldf
P '
* the SCA
and sign up during this training program is evidenced by the go to a pre-radar school to study ess ; Henrietta Linker, committee ser
GEORGE LESITNER
vice; Ed Hannay and Mildred
fact that he taught at the Lamopr
ultra-high frequency, television, fre Eachus, Frosh Advisors; Daisy Toy,
Army Flying School and Rankin
2101 Pacivic Acenue
Aeronautical Academy. Subjects that quency modulation, and the latest cosmopolitan; Edwina McBride, li
Stockton, California
ar,
he will teach are as follows: air secret developments in radio. Finally brary ; Virginia Rathbun, recreation;
Muerl
Walter,
special
events;.
Fred
corps physics, air corps mathematics, they go to radar school where they
astronomy, physical chemistry, heat
study radio aircraft location. There
and thermodynamics, man's physical
universe and science and humanities. is a possibility of advancing to $3,800
Oll
a year. If any trainee fails to show

ALLAN PHILP
IS NEW
SCA PREXY

^CA Begins
Member Drive

The Bookmark

°n Downs
Sin*gsat
servatory

!ric ''an Downs, talented Negress
"vat'!Prano> will sing at the Con^Picgj^ 011 October 4 under the
Iis°ciat" of the Student Christian
10n- Accompanied by Marion
s.
hm (
tv'll sing a Vesper ProfSals
ig'ous songs and Negro
Ralph Fellerson is the
hri s
program assisted by
'an. 0lnson, David Lane, Betty
l
a
r
e
s Reeve, Dick Peder
I". Pr/ '
'
Bocek- and Norman
Sc
^ - 'W
h for further anW
-a
ctcn

£
s

about this program.

IIIV War

Rnxrns

ILKA CHASE
SPEAKS HERE
(Continued from Page I)
eral admission is one dollar ten, in
cluding tax.

FARLEY CHAIRMAN

Dr. Fred Farley, chairman of the
lecture series, announces, "One thous
and purchases of these season admis
sion cards will insure future engage
ments of the finest
lecturers in
America."
These four noted people, namely,
Ilka Chase, Erika Mann, Chauncey

progress he is sent into one of the
shops in the Sacramento Air Depot
or one of the sub-depots.

SIMONOFFS
—GIRLS—
Ankle Sox wjth Elastic Tops
Flannel "P. J's"
in all designs
—AND—
Invisible Hosiery Mending
—Silksy Nylons

MEET OLD FRIENDS
and
MAKE NEW ONES
at the

You'll enjoy the
friendly Delta at
mosphere and fine
foods at all times.
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Many Former Tiger Stars
Now In Army-Navy Athletics
Dashiell Heads
Fitness Plan

TUNNEYMAN

COMMISSION

CIVILIANS
Dave Kelley, the third civilian, is
stationed at Mather Field. Recently
he attended Junior College classes
and coached at a local high school.
He is the former basketball coach
of St. Regis College in Denver, Colo
rado.
Roy Cooper, who recently received
his second lieutenant's bars, is at
Hemet Field. He also earned his
letter in Football.
JO-BABE HERE
Hugh McWilliams is another with
new gold lieutenant's bars. He has
charge of the enlisted men at Stock
ton Field. Second ieutenant John
Lilly is stationed with McWilliams,
and has charge of the cadets. Mc
Williams was an outstanding gridder
and is now celebrating his recent
wedding.
Second lieutenant John Hoobyar is
the final former student under Dash
iell's jurisdiction; he is stationed in
Colorado. While in school he Com
peted in football and intramural
track; he also taught at .a local ele
mentary school.

Seven Athletes
In Navy
The.Navy now has seven exstudents engaged in its diversified
sports training program. The du
ties of these men range from hand
ling equipment to giving special
ized training in different types of
athletics.
Charles Easterbrook is a junior
grade lieutenant instructing future
fliers in the Navy Air Corps. Ed
McArthur and Maurice Edwards,
early graduates, are in the Tunney
physical education program.

Fifteen former Pacific students
are now engaged in physical edu
cation activities for the Army and
Navy, according* to latest tabula
tions of Robert "Doc" Breeden
—head of the College's P. E. de
partment.

In addition, Douglas Dashiell —
former Junior College football and
tennis coach—heads the entire physi
cal fitness
program for the West
Coast Army Air Corps. He has
been commissioned a first lieutenant
and may soon be promoted to the
rank of captain.
Bob Coe, a former player and as
sistant grid coach, is stationed at
Santa Ana, Dashiell's headquarters.
He is not commissioned as yet.
Aron Rempel is another civilian in
the program; he conducts his pro
gram at King City. Rempel also is
a C. O. P. graduate and.earned three
letters in football.

SWIMMING TEACHER

Others in this latter group are
Trevor Griffiths and Floyd Swagerty,
a former football player. Al Irwin,
another former footballer and last
holder of the College heavyweight
intramural boxing crown, was accept
ed into the Tunney program last
spring. At present, however, he is
teaching swirpming at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station and is
expecting a sea-duty call.

Crouching above is AL IRWIN, for three years the star guar;
on Stagg's Pacific Tigers. Now he is married and instruct!
swimming at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station in
Illinois.

FORMER GRID-GREAT

TREVOR GRIFFITHS, earl
Ralph Francis, football letter
ier graduate of the College of winner and recent grid and basket
Pacific, is now under Gene ball coach, is a lieutenant (j. g.)
Tunney in the U. S. Marines. at Pensacola, Florida.

The Air-Devils Knew What
A Football Looked Like;
They'd Seen One Before
Have you ever seen a very long tale? See if you think this
one is fairly long:
If your grandfather—54 times removed—played three years
of varsity football starting the year William the Conquerer took
his little cruise over to the little fog-bound piece of rock the English
dwell upon,
and played
football and
and so for a

and HIS son grew up
three years of varsity youthful and 1 inexperienced Tigers
HIS son did the same, here last Saturday afternoon.
thousand years—
ALL-NIGHT JAG
THOUSAND YEARS
Except for the last mentioned, and
If that 54th grandfather invented that is the dream of a lipstick manu
the rudiments of the single wing, and facturer after an all night jag of
his.son created the football as it is marijuana.
today and HIS son decided to punt
The Airdevils—seriousjy and actu
the ball and HIS son invented some ally this is—had one hundred sixtyDEVELOPMENT
thing else, and so on for a thousand one years of high-class inter-collegDashiell accepted a civilian position years—
iatc or professional experience. They
with the Army a year and a half
If the grandfather founded a Uni- weighed around 10,000 pounds all to
ago; the entire program has been de versify and his son went to it and
gether, and were a thousand inches
veloped since then.
ARON REMPLE, another stagg standout is a civifr
his son's son founded another one tall.
and HIS son went to it and so on
Besides that they played a little Physical Education instructor in the United States Army^
for a thousand years—
bit of football—scored a little bit Of Corps. .
FRIEDBERGER'S
a number of tochdowns and im
If
the
grandfather
got
a
done
dol
Featuring
lar scholarship and his son a two pressed the whole crowd with their
TIGRESS COLOGNE
dollar scholarship and his son's son class and sportsmanship.
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
got four dollars and so on for
JAPS —PERIOD
339 East Main Street
thousand years—
JEWELERS
Moral of the story: The Japs can't
SOME HEIGHT
play football as well as the Ameri
If the grandfather was one inch cans. And there are other things
tall and weighed ten pounds and the they can t do as well as the Ameri
son. was two inches tall and weighed cans. Wtiiich they will soon discover.
twenty pounds and so on for a thous
and years—

AT STOCKTON FIELD

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

You pass it many times a day
and even come in and buy your
books —
I^UT
Have you thought of
looking around?
For instance there is some
super college stationery in col
ors that will not let your good
taste down AND at the same
price you can fit
into that
monthly check.
Ask anyone to show you.
_Watch this paper for news of
what else is waiting for you at

THE COLLEGE
RftftlfCTADC

If the grandfather had a girl
friend who kissed him once and his
son had a girl friend who would
kiss him twice and HIS son's girl
friend kissed him four times and so
on for a thousand years—-

First Vesper
Services on
Sunday

The symbolism of the Chapel u
You would have the aggregate ac be the theme for the first Sund
complishments of the football squad vesper service, to be given at 7:
that played against our poor and o'clock Sunday evening. These si
vices are under the auspices of t
living groups.
The program will consist of a t«
on the altar by Miss Ruth Baldwi
a vocal solo by Harriet Ann Wall
entitled "The Cross", and a violin a:
cello duet by Carolyn and Betty Ja
Herriek.
*

BILL LUNT
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

011 P/lri/I/-

On Pacific Avenue

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARRED
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Air-Devils Trounce On
Staggs Beginners 38-9
fex" Oliver's Collegiates
Overwhelm Green Tigers

AT SEATTLE

AMOS ALONZO STAGG

in the initial

the Airdevils bounced back
iiarter;
jh two scores to lead at half-time

BONNEFIELD NOW IS
IN U. S. NAVY'S
SUB SERVICE

SAN JOSEAN

• only four , points. The remainder
tie contest saw the Pre-Flighters
,|iwert successive breaks into four
iouchdowns, while keeping the Tigers
my from pay dirt.
CAMAICIA

TO SLAUGHTER

John Camicia set up the only touch
ing by intercepting an Airdevil pass
jar the mid-field stripe and returnit to the Pre-Flight 22 . From
Sue "Scarface" Johnnie tossed four
accessive passes; the final

one went

the end zone to Clare Slaughter,

eluded two
Ms in making the catch.
who successively

One star in the galaxy sport
ed by the Air Cadets was AL
LAN HARDISTY—the Spar
tan fullback who made San
Jose's disputed touchdown
against Pacific last year.

Air-

The Pre-Flighters shifted from a
angle wing to a T formation with
hankie Albert in the quarterback
ration before they could score, also
aa the pass route.
3EVILS TIE SCORE
Devils chose to kickoff after the
whdown, but soon came "into possion of the ball on the Tiger 43.
here Cadet Koch took the ball
a reverse to the 25. A pass from
Manska to Jim Newquist was
for a touchdown, the extra

:<T

•*, kicked by Nello Falaschi, tied
score. The quarter ended with
•sifc in possession of the hall .
fhe Devils scored again when
'^wquist took a punt from
fsmicia on the Tiger's 43
c°k

ran it down to the 22. It
three plays for the Dev-

''s to drive to the Pacific 8:'r<!

line. Ken Gleason drove
' trfor six points; but Frank1 Albert could not add the
Wtra Point as Tiger Jim Watson
blocked the kick.

Get your haircut at Bob's

B°B

BARBER SHOP

2008 Pacific Avenue

"SPSS7f
1 1n nn n n

•

Another former San Jose
gridiron ' standout
BILL
RYNE—was one of Tex Oliv
er's leading ground-gainers
against the Tigers last Satur
day afternoon.
TIGERS THREATEN

•

The Tigers again moved when Don
Huff carried the kickoff u^ to the 46.
A pass from Camaicia to Leo Leggett wps good for a first down. On
tiie next play Camaicia faded to pass
again, and finding no receiver ran the
ball around right en dfor a gain of
nine yards. John Brusa went over
center for another first down. From
here on

the Tigers' aerial offense

fumbled in the end zone.

°rsages a S p e c i a l t y
—ALSO—

BOUQUETS
and

BEDDING
FLOWERS

Yesterday morning at 7:10 the Col
lege of Pacific-Stockton Junior Col
lege football team left Stockton for
Seattle to play the University of
Washington. The team received a
hearty, if sleepy, send-off at the
Southern Pacific depot. The wellwishers were made up mostly of
sleepy-eyed freshmen.
The team will arrive in Seattle at
2:20 this afternoon and will go from
the station to the Olympic Hotel
where they will stay while in Wash
ington.
The game will start Saturday at

1:00.

Saturday evening at 11 :30 will be
took them to the Devils' 26 with a leaving time at Seattle. And the
team will arrive back in Stockton-on
first down.
Monday at 9:27 in the morning.
Local hopes fell, however,
Let's all try to he at the Southern
when Albert intercepted a
Pacific depot at 9 :27 to give the team
a warm homecoming.
pass. The Devils were held
for only small gains, and on
the fourth down the ball was

COLLEGE
fL0WER SHOP

PSA Team
Leaves
For North

Gleason picked up the

As
ball

behind the goal line and at
tempted to run, Willie Boyarski nailed him for a safety
and two Tiger points.
Returning to the field for the sec
ond half, the Devils gained posses
sion of the ball on the Tiger's 31.
Three consecutive plays were held
for short gains, but o nthe fourth
down Newquist passed into the end
zone to Dale Gentry for another six
points.
ON A FLUKE
The next touchdown came
on a fluke, when Jack Melby
was hit hard and fumbled a
pass.
Robert oKch caught
the fumble in mid-air and ran
over for a touchdown without a Tiger being able to
him.

Devils on the offensive. From here
they pushed down to the four-yard
line where the Tigers held for two
downs. Payton Jordan, former U. S.
C. track star skirted around right
end bringing the score up to 31-9.
FUMBLE COSTLY
A fumble cost the Tigers
another touchdown in the
closing seconds of the game.
The Airdevils drove from the
19-yard line, where they made
the recovery, to the Pacific 9.
Ken Jenson passed to Fred
Brown in the end zone for the
score.
Early in the game freshman Jack
Melby set up the Bengal touchdown
with a long 70-yard punt. Leo "Legs''
Leggett was, the shining star in the
second half. In spite of the increas
ing Navy lead, his flashy runs con
tinually brought the crowd to its
feet.
Camaicia, Slaughter, Watson and
Bovarsky also played outstanding ball.
AIRDEVILS

PSA TEAM
DETRAINS
TODAY
Arrives in North
For Husky Battle

SPARTAN BACK

pisplayinS an effective aerial attack, an inexperienced
pacific team completed seven out of thrteen passes, but saw
|te;r early lead swallowed up by a strong Navy Pre-Flight
'cad last Saturday in Baxter Stadium. The final score of
;S.9does not indicate the tough first-half battle.
The Tigers scored first
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Fred Bonnefield, former Bengal
track and football star, is now serv
ing as a seaman on submarines, ac
cording to latest word received here.
During his -undergraduate days
"Red Fred" earned three letters as a
discus thrower on the thinclad team.
His tosses set Pacific and Far West
ern Conference records; in addition
he won gold medals in competition
with the nation's finest athletes at the
West Coast Relays at Fresno.
Bonnefield volunteered for his pres
ent duties early this summer and two
(fays later was assigned to an under
sea vessel. He graduated in 1941.

TULLOCK PLAYS HERE
TOMORROW IN
ARMY GAME

The College of Pacific Tigers
arrive in Seattle this afternoon in
time for a light workout before
their game tomorrow afternoon
with the University of Washington
Huskies.
Traveling light, the Tigers will go
on the field with 22 men. This gives
Pacific but two men for each
position. The 22 Tigers represent the
main strength of Pacific's Varsity
at this time, as few reserves are
familiar enough with the plays to be
of value on the trip.
There will probably be a few
Tigers who will see sixty minutes
of football as the weather con
ditions make it necessary. Some
of the backfield men will have to
be left on the bench as they are
not yet familiar with the Pacific
pass defensive.
POSSIBILITIES
Both Jack Melby and Leo Leggett
show great possibilities as fast shiftybacks, but as last Saturday's game
showed, they still lack experience in
defense.
If an offense is needed
more than defense, however, they
will see action.
The Huskies have always had a
hard hitting line, weighing much
more than Pacific's line. If this is
the case this year, Pacific's linemen

will have to fight hard to hold the

Huskies back.
If the field is wet, the Tigers will
have a tough time playing wide open
Jack Tulloch, former Tiger guard,
ball and have to concentrate on line
will play in Baxter Stadium tomor
plays.
row, but this time as a member of
the visiting team.
TIGER TRIP
He plays for the eleven from MinThe list of Tigers who are making
ter Field, where he is stationed as a the trip to Seattle are as follows:
second lieutenant in the Army Air
Ends—Clare Slaughter, Bill Han
Corps.
son, Willis Boyarsky, Armando MinThe southern squad meets the local etto.
Commandos from the Motor Base in
Tackles—Don Huff, Jim Lyons,
the local's second game. Last week
Bob Lynch, Wayne Fender.
they lost a close contest to the Roy
Guards—Bill Johnson, Larry Col
Reigels-coached McClelland Field. A
lier, Stan Resler, Joe Mendez.
belated rally gained the visitors a
Centers—Jim Watson, A1 C'ardoza.
6-0 win.
Quarterbacks—Johnny Brusa, Clint
Ward.
DeMARCUS BROWN ven Fullbacks—Earl Klapstein, Gavin
erable genius of the famous Mandery.
Halfbacks—Johnny Camicia, Leo
Little Theatre Plays is now Leggett,
Jack Melby, Bill Hixon.
planning a new year of
While no official report has been
comedy, tragedy, and melo received, a tentative lineup will prob
ably be the following:

drama for the play-going peo
ple in this vicinity.

Slaughter, left end.
Huff, left tackle.
Collier, left guard.
Watson, center.
Johnson, right guard.
Lyons, right tackle.

including those remaining on
the bench.
Oregon's Koch
and Newquist, Stanford's Al
bert, Northwestern's Manske,
(Continued on Page 8)
ahd U. S. C.'s Jordan were
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
some of the big names who
came through. However, play
Pacific Weekly advertisers help
ers from San Jose State, Fres
support student activities—support
no State, and other small col
our advertisers.
leges had much to do with the
victory.
Les Dow, former C. O. P. center,
opened at the pivot slot for the PreFlights hut was removed because of
a leg injury.
A small crowd of 3,000 viewed
this initial game.

NOW PLAYING

SIERRA

F

O

X

CALIFORNIA
WAKE ISLAND
with BRIAN DONOLLY

THEAT R E
FLIGHT COMMAND
with PAT O'BRIEN
and GLEN FORD

BLONDIE

It I
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BLACKWELL, WARD-FORMER
CUBS-PLAY FOR SPARTANS
A Tired Team

Fresno Ope
Tomorrow
Afternoon

CRAZY-LEGS

San Jose Has Biggest Squad
In History—Open With Pomona
Seeing action for the San Jose Spartans this year are two

It was no surprise when the Paci
former Stockton Junior College track and football stars—
fic Tigers walked off the field a tired
Bob Ward and Charlie Blackwell.
and defeated team last Saturday. The
Ward was the leading ground-gainer for the Bengal Cubs
surprise was the fact that they outscored the Preflighters in the early last year: has broken away several times in scrimmage for
long touchdown runs
part of the game. This was more
than Pacific fans could expect after PUNT MEDAL
Punting seventy-six yards in the
taking one look at the Varsity" roster
air has netted Blackwell a- medal
of the Tex Oliver coached team.
lion and a birth in the backfield.
Incidentally who said we wouldn't
While at Stockton J. C. he set a new
have a football team this year? record in the 440-yard dash and was
Stagg's refusal to even take a rest a mainstay of Coach Doug Dashiell's
for one season has brought more men B Conference champs two years ago.
out for the team than has been seen He was shifted from the guard po
sition ; although he attended San Jose
in some time. Time may see more last year, an early injury benched him
newcomers like Jack Melby and Leo for the season.
Leggett develope into little AllThe Spartans have seventy-six
players in suit, representing one of
Americans.
• Combining the Pacific and Stockton the largest squads in the college's his
tory; the grid machine is rounding
Junior College teams may turn out
into shape under a twice daily prac
to be a successful experiment, if tice schedule.
games can be scheduled for the re
RETURNING STARS
serves.
Practicing as a separate
Boasting only six lettermen—they
team and using the same style play,
left six more in Hawaii with the
the Reserves may at any proven time police department, and lost 11 others
move into Varsity weak spots. We via graduation and enlistments—the
should see plenty of action from Spartans open their season against
BOB WARD, last year's lead
these up-and-coming Tigermen.
Pomona college here September 26.
ing
Northern California Jun
San Jose will be making its debut
What About the Rosebowl
under a new coach "Tiny" Hartranft,
ior C o l l e g e C o n f e r e n c e
Already football fans on the coast former Stanford track star, and cin
until
year. He
are
ground-gainer, is now holding
^ talking
ouuuc aA Rosebowl
rcoseDowi team. der coach
—
—l.. last ,yc<u.
nt is also
ai:
s about
ead of t,le Physical education depa
If the Navy's team can prove itself
'
'
rdown
a halfback berth with
Former Jaysee all-conference
the best on the coast this year, it may'ment
.The Bengals travel to San Jose for guard, CHARLIE BLACK- San Jose and has received
be picked as the team for the Tourna
ment of Roses. Whether the South the annual game on October 17.
WELL, is shown above.
much advance publicity.
ern California fans will feel the same
about the matter is another question.
Having no help to spare this year,
Coach Stagg, has had to forget about
scouting the teams which the Tigers
meet and use whatever offense seems
most fitting.
Regardless of this fact
the team was being scouted at last
Saturday's game by at least three of
the opponents yet to be met by the
Tigers.
We ask: Is this ethical ?
With advanced information on the
Tiger team, Washington, San Jose?
and Cal. Aggies should have an even
chance.

CUB PUNTER

"After ftours

Fresno, Sept. 25.—The
State College football tean
the sensational 165-pound tri
left halfback, Jackie Fell,
make its 1942 debut when
the Whittier College Poet,
row afternoon at 4:30 p, m
cliffe Stadium here.
Coach James (Rabbit) j
will reveal to San Joaqui,
football fans his new "phanti
field," composed of Fellows v
from Los Angeles; Loui'e
195-pound sophomore qU3
from Porterville; Jack Kelle,
right halfback from Tulare "
pound Mickey Masini, fullb'a
Fresno.
Jim Molich, Little All-Co
last year ,is slated to start at t
wing post. He weighs 195
and is expected to follow in t
steps of Jack Mulkey, two-tin
All-American end in 1939 ar
Molich was high scorer for
State last year.

TIGERS DETR
(Continued from Page
Hanson, right end.
Brusa, quarter
Camicia, left half.
Mandery, right half.
Klapstein, fullback.
There is no advance infor
on the Huskies; therefori
the Tigers are facing can
predicted.
Arriving withthe team t
Coaches Stagg and Siett
Robert Breeden and Boyd T
son.

P'yem-A

Academic Seduction
Why is it that San Jose always entices our best up-and-coming Junior
College football stars? Last year
Charlie Blackwell left for San Jose
at the last minute and this year Bob
Ward took off for the Spartan town
after he had arrived at Pacific. Ward
was one of the hardest hitting and
speediest backs that has been seen on
the campus for some time. He would
have been a great aid to the Tigers
this year.
Coach Jackson seems in good spirits
this year. It's probably due to the
fact that the track* was not torn up
this summer by the Midget Autos.
Army jeeps gave the track a bad
time, however, and Jackson can be
seen nursing it back into shape. He
has hopes that the track will
get torn up this fall, but this time
by tracksters getting into shape early.

Pacific Paradox
Who will be the
coach ? It won't be
boys will be getting
they should have a

For morning, noon or nite,
you II find this one-piece jun
ior original a real comfort!
When dates come a-rappin'
you'll be all set to scamper,
wearing this two-piece junior

new basketball
long before the
under way and
coach at least.

When the Tigers arrive in Seattle
this afternoon with only two men for
each position, the Washington fans
will wonder if the game will be worth
seeing. When these same fans see
the game they'll start wondering how
so few men can do so much. If the
tigers can stay on their feet to
morrow, the Huskies will have to
play plenty of football to defeat
them.

original of rabbit hair jersey.
The silver buttons lead to
contrasting multi-color cord
embroidery on front and
around waistline. Colors:
Black, Beige, Blue, Red.
Junior sizes 9 to 15.

Of pinwale corduroy attrac
tively set off with self-color
cord embroidery. Note the
white ruffled vestee and cuffs.
Colors: Blue, Rose, Green,
Red, Rust, Gold. Junior sizes
9 to 15.

1695

1995

Are We Men
The change in sports classes is
something which will make the men
O
acific a little more war conscious and disciplined. The rigorous
pace will show whether we are men
or japs.
*

*

*

DORSA ORIGINALS are exclusive with
DORSA ORIGINALS are exclusive with us.

*

Not to be pessimistic, but sta
tistics show that if all the Tigers
who went to Seattle were

W
r
/VC

OPEN

e

THURSDAYS

